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HauptSturm wrote:
Gotta be careful of the people who say they are 1/4 or 1/8th Jewish as well. I've
known people who say this and they turn out to be full blooded Jews at heart
and soul. Probably physically too. They all lie. The Nuremberg Laws were just a
short-term  compromise  for  a  long-term  solution.  Those  laws  should  not  be
adhered to. Anyone who brings that up is just making excuses for Jews.…

The  situation  is  many  jews  have  attacked  the  jews  for  centuries,  defiled  the
"Kabbalah" of theirs, destroyed and exposed jewish culture, and done all sorts of
kamikaze shit  against  their own people,  but they remain jews. They just cannot
change. This is all part of a process of them feeling their inner dirt and trying to
change, only to just maintain into the midst of their enemies what they are in the
first place.

The jews are "here" too and they have been everywhere, trying to ruin what will
eventually ruin them. They patiently work themselves into a position, and when they
feel comfortable enough, they push "Civic Nationalism", "Compassion for the poor
racially  destroying  people  in  Europe"  for  one's  civilization,  "Equality",
"Democratization",  archetypal  Communism  by  new  branding,  and  the  general
blueprint of the jewish soul. Whatever destroys your enemy and saves the jew is
good "enough". They just can't do otherwise, as their dross has to be dictated from
a position where the jew is beyond 'questioning'. They thrive on these things as a
fish  thrives  for  oxygen  even  if  it  lives  within  the  pond.  It  needs  that  oxygen.

If the world turns into the paradigm of the "White Soul", the jew is collapsing. So the
jew  finds  confusing  solutions  always  to  make  you  into  a  Communist  or  what
benefits for his survival, all while naming it as you would like it to be named. This is
what presently we call "Social Conditioning".

The jew needs the above environment to survive, as in an environment when things
are 'discriminated', he is going to either be driven out, or die. If one sits down and
examines them, they are fucked.

The jew thinks we cannot see them, but we can, and so can Satan, the Gods,
Astaroth, Sorath, and many others can, they just like to believe this self imposed lie
in order to be safe, as they have been doing a lot of corrosion for a very long time,
but they assume they are not seen. Hitler and others saw them, nowadays many
others do, and their numbers are rising. What will they do? 

Pretend nothing happened and keep jewing. On one hand jewing to the fullest, on
the other, saying the usual that jews are unjustly persecuted and did nothing wrong.
What jew can do? It's not like jews have many choices, they do not.
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A jew plucking out the eyes of another jew is of no consequence, nor it invites the
"Love of the Gods" in anyway. Likewise is in the political arena. If jews want to kill
jews, then be my guest, but don't expect us to give you a feast over it. What larvae
have to deal on themselves is their own matter.

They are patient, deliberate. They speak a lot. In reality, they know nothing. To fish
that know how to swim, they will see how these fish swim strangely, to young fish in
the pond, they can idolize them and think even that they are good fish.

The Nuremberg laws, are basically a death sentence on the jews on a legal form.
It's a law only created to criminalize, impose, and catch out the dirt of a civilization.
Consider this a honey pot law. It is supposed to catch and to expose, for further
dealing of said situations.

To cite one example, if you knew you can get fucked over by legal consensus for
marrying a jew, would anyone do this? Of course not. If you were educated on it on
a consistent basis of the jew's work, would they look like valid marriage material?
Of course not. If all of the above happened and you still wanted to be with jews,
then something is really wrong overall.

This  is  the  same situation  with  the  Nuremberg  laws,  which,  with  all  the  media
control and everything else, would only have a very marginal percent running back
to race mix or mix with jews. These people that did this naturally would be after a
generation or two, citizen exempt, and those who were already mixed were citizen
exempt.  The  Nuremberg  laws  were  laws  of  control,  profiling,  and  to  have
information  on  who  does  what,  for  further  actions  in  the  future.  This  way,  the
perpetrators of these actions with jews can be dealt with accordingly. But first, one
has to know. You cannot deal with a problem you have no knowledge about.

For  example,  this  gives  the  legal  basis  to  indict  jews  over  lying  about  their
jewishness. It had to be an exact figure. If the state discovered they were half jews,
and claimed to be 1/8th, they indicted them and they were fucked. This is only one
way this could work.

To use the "Nuremberg laws" as an excuse is clearly retarded and revolves around
the same reasons the people always excuse things like Jesus Christ, who is an
obvious jew,  to  keep the jewish spiritual  stranglehold  on our  midst.  This  is  just
simple common sense. We have people even here and in every other movement
who have tried to create bridges while pretending to burn them, back into this thing.
Their arch Nemesis is Satan, and he will take them down.

Below my reply  on someone who asked if  a  "Jew"  can do "SATANAMA" as a
mantra, which also includes the Nuremberg laws in reply.

They can vibrate it, as for a 'good' experience, no, Satanic things will not be able to
stick on them in anyway. They will, sooner or later, turn as Gentiles who do jewish
shit, which is in the trash can.



Jew is both from the mother and from the father, grandpa and grandma, and there
are no divisions here. The whole "Cohen only from the mother" is a fallacy, as the
jews from the father are still jews, just rejected from their tribe due to reasons of
racial hygiene and occult reasons. This doesn't invalidate the jewishness of jews
from the father as many idiots and even "NS" erroneously claim, because indeed,
they are totally jewish, but they consider them spiritually unfit, and that's all about
them.

They do not want them to Israel as they consider them polluted. They are however
used abroad in jew operations all the same in Gentile countries, as such hybrid has
another use, and not to live in Israel. They are also jewish, as much as the other
jew. There is no 'jew from the mother' only jew. This is a huge fallacy.

There is no set amount of generations it takes to cleanse 'jewishness' as it cannot
be cleansed or removed out of a bloodline.

Below is a reply I gave on the subject a few weeks ago:

The Nuremberg are also sometimes cited, as laws said at least 4 generations, but
the situation here, is that this number was given for pseudo-political processes, as
in reality, one is always jewish, and the removal of these stains was systematic. No
reasonable  person  in  Germany  would  ever  engage  in  this  cleansing  by
intermarrying them either, due to education on the fact, which leaves us with one
logical outcome: the half jews and many others would perish on their own accord
within a maximum of 2 generations, or way sooner.

So to all who say the "only the mommy is jew" things, or the lie that "they can be
cleaned", we do not need to 'clean' them, as they cannot be by default.

Innocents do not have to be used as breeding waste material to clean the Chosen
people of their Chosenness and be put to death in the process of assimilation to the
inferior jews, because some jews need 'saving'.

None of our own race has to also engage into this destructive and ruining reality
also, to purify the living alien sewer which is the jew.

On a final note:

The Nuremberg laws are basically a death sentence for jews, within the spectrum
of a few generations, same as Judeophiles.

There are no half, quarter, 8th, 16th jews. There are only jews. Excuse nobody. This
is not a matter of behavior or excuses. One can be a serial killer and 'behave' in an
appropriate environment. Behaving as a group, and pretending to be part of them,
is nothing hard for some people. 

1/8th jewish simply means one of the 8 great grandparents of a person was a Rabbi



or something. This, genetically speaking, is not small at all, and of course, 1/8th
jewish behave like total  jews themselves.  It  is  no small  percent.  1% jewish  by
genetic standards or the 1/16th of mathematical standards, means materially that 1
out of the 16 great great great grandparents of someone being a full blown jew.
Again,  the  jew element  is  there.  If  this  is  looked by genetic  standards  what  is
considered 'trace amount' can actually even constitute more than one fourth of the
person's DNA. Genes do not work in "Solid percents". Jewishness does not fade by
percent.

Anyone who uses the "Nuremberg laws" as an excuse to accept jews, is a retard, or
a jew. These laws are beyond simple interpretation and should be looked with the
eye of the state rather than the eye of the dumb mass, which makes dumb excuses
to accept jews in non-jewish movements because they are mentally, morally, and
racially weak. 

The  above  stated  it's  of  no  question  the  White  Race  is  still  suppressed  and
downtrodden by the jews, but this situation is changing.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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